Dear Senator Feinstein:

I am concerned about bioterror. Health care is clearly important for each of us individually but it also helps the rest of the population. This has recently been clear in the outbreaks of measles related to insufficient vaccination rates and flu is another example. Restrictions on ACA insurance eligibility already work to terrorize immigrants through disease and now this has spread to the refusal of Border Patrol to provide essential vaccinations against flu even after the CDC determined the grave importance. The sheer viciousness of allowing children to die when remedies are at hand is shocking. The shortsightedness of a policy which encourages outbreaks of highly contagious disease is also remarkable.

Please assure me that you will ensure flu shots be made available to everyone in US custody.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from our humanity.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson